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ABSTRACT

Full Coverage Displays (FCDs) cover the interior surface of
an entire room with pixels. FCDs make possible many new
kinds of immersive display experiences - but current technology for building FCDs is expensive and complex, and software support for developing full-coverage applications is limited. To address these problems, we introduce ASPECTA,
a hardware configuration and software toolkit that provide
a low-cost and easy-to-use solution for creating full coverage systems. We outline ASPECTA’s (minimal) hardware requirements and describe the toolkit’s architecture, development API, server implementation, and configuration tool; we
also provide a full example of how the toolkit can be used.
We performed two evaluations of the toolkit: a case study
of a research system built with ASPECTA, and a laboratory
study that tested the effectiveness of the API. Our evaluations,
as well as multiple examples of ASPECTA in use, show how
ASPECTA can simplify configuration and development while
still dramatically reducing the cost for creators of applications
that take advantage of full-coverage displays.
Author Keywords
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INTRODUCTION

Full Coverage Displays (FCDs), which cover the interior surfaces of an entire room with display pixels, have been discussed for many years in HCI [12, 41]. Predictions have
stated that displays will become a commodity purchased by
area, and so inexpensive that we will be able to use them like
wallpaper [45]. FCDs are very different from current technologies - current large displays typically cover only a small
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Figure 1. A mockup, built using ASPECTA, of potential ASPECTA applications

area of the environment and so FCDs can provide benefits
and opportunities that are unrealized with current setups.
For example, FCDs can help realize Augmented Reality and
Ubiquitous Computing visions of reactive environments in
which digital information is made available where it is needed
[27, 1]. Previous work in psychology also suggests that the
space around users is fundamental for cognition [28] and
memory [9]. FCDs constitute an obvious step forward towards leveraging natural human skills for improved interaction with technology.
Despite their desirability, there are significant hurdles to the
adoption of FCDs in real-world settings. Although multiple
technologies have been available to implement fairly sophisticated FCDs since the 1980’s (e.g., [12]), FCD installations
are usually ad-hoc, expensive, difficult to program and deploy, and require significant expertise.
Existing FCD systems (e.g., [34, 19]) are primarily research
prototypes requiring specialized equipment such as servomotorized devices, multiple displays and projectors, a wide
variety of sensors, and sophisticated calibration procedures.
The considerable difficulties involved in building these types
of environments and their cost likely prevents all but small
number of researchers from using FCDs. In turn, the result-

ing lack of example applications and empirical evaluations
may have delayed our ability to develop better FCD systems
and turn them into commercial products.
In this paper, we present ASPECTA, a toolkit designed to facilitate the implementation and deployment of FCDs, as can
be seen in Figure 1, without expensive equipment. Although
there are still limitations (e.g., projector brightness and resolution: a problem which is reducing over time as high resolution, high luminosity projectors become more affordable), we
simplify the technical issues of creating full or partial coverage spaces and lower the bar for developing full coverage applications. ASPECTA is an open-source toolkit that includes
an API to project content on multiple (or all) surfaces of a
room. Anyone with a commodity projector and a cheap hemispherical mirror [53] can turn a room into a full-coverage interactive space. Distortion and input are dealt with through a
simple, graphical configuration step that does not require any
tracking or sensors beyond a regular mouse.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• The design and implementation of the ASPECTA API for
full coverage displays.
• The design and implementation of a sensor-less configuration method and tool for FCDs.
• A separate evaluation of each of the toolkit’s APIs and the
configuration tool.
• A design space of existing and future applications enabled
by the availability of inexpensive FCDs.
RELATED WORK

We discuss existing related work in two groups, projectionbased environments and multi-display environments. The
“Comparison with Other Projection Systems” subsection at
the end of the paper provides a qualitative comparison of our
system with the most relevant related work.
Projection-Based Environments

The CAVE system [12], inspired by Sutherland’s earlier “ultimate display” [50] is often cited as one of the earliest immersive interactive displays. It was designed to enable virtual reality applications that surround the user and provide
a visually-uninterrupted simulated environment through rear
projection on the walls of a purpose-built small room. Full
and partial-coverage CAVE environments are still popular,
and are used in areas such as industrial design and military
simulation. A modern implementation of such a system is
Benko and Wilson’s dome display [4], which uses a spherical projection device. CAVE-like environments typically
require expensive installations and are designed as singlepurpose spaces to display virtual reality. The work we present
here is different in motivation since we are interested in fullcoverage displays that coexist in home and office environments and are thus not limited to specialist installations for a
specific purpose. Also, unlike CAVE systems, we are proposing the use of a single projector and front projection to simplify the development of these immersive environments.

A closer source of inspiration for our work is Raskar et al.’s
“Office of the Future” [41], in which they propose (but only
partially implement) multiple integrated projection screens
and sensing mechanisms to create an environment that combines a regular office with virtual objects and distributed locations. Several other projector-based systems have been implemented for office and work environments, with different degrees of sophistication and different goals, such as the OMNI
display [6] (with the goal of improving group awareness) and
Kimura [23] (with the goal of supporting office work and office activity). These systems often use multiple projectors
concurrently, and use blending techniques to deal with overlaps, or with environments where projection areas are not flat
(e.g., [2, 16, 21, 40, 39]).
Closest to our work are Microsoft’s Illumiroom [20] and
Roomalive [19] systems, Ubi Displays [14, 15] and the prototype developed for the Ubiquitous Cursor project [53]. Microsoft’s IllumiRoom uses a projector to extend the field of
view in video games, and makes objects in the room around
the display change their appearance in response to events in
the digital environment. Microsoft’s RoomAlive uses multiple synchronized projectors, each of which is paired with a
Kinect 3D sensor to transform rooms into full coverage gaming environments. The software for this project is also available as a toolkit1 . The related Mano-a-Mano system uses similar technology to support two-person interactions by taking
advantage of the different fields of view of two people facing
each other [5]. These projects have contributed significantly
to the goal of making FCD and similar environments possible for a wider range of application developers. ASPECTA’s
approach is related in its goal to extend display space of a
common room, but differs in its focus to make the implementation hardware inexpensive (e.g., through a single projector
rather than multiple ones), to avoid the use of spatial sensors
(these can be difficult to integrate in working and living environments and are not free of problems, e.g., with reflective
surfaces), and to simplify application development such that
systems are not dependent on 3D sensing.
The Ubi Displays project, developed at Lancaster University,
which is now also a commercial venture2 enables the creation
of interactive display surfaces out of everyday surfaces and
objects through projection and Microsoft Kinect technology.
This project focuses on enhancing every day spaces and surfaces through input and projection; in our work, we instead
focus on large-scale coverage of a room display space.
Finally, our own Ubiquitous Cursor research prototype is a
precursor of ASPECTA which uses the same kind of hardware setup with the specific purpose of providing visual feedback for indirect input (e.g., mouse input) in what has been
termed “displayless” space [30]. Although the ASPECTA
toolkit inherits the hardware approach based on a hemispherical mirror, it is not constrained to it and it provides an API
and configuration algorithm to enable the implementation of
other, more generic, applications.
1
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/
roomalivetoolkit/
2
https://www.heinventions.com/ubi-displays

Other Partial Projection Systems

An alternative type of projection-based environments are
those built with steerable projectors, which allow for high
resolution images to be projected where needed. Notable examples are the Everywhere Displays system [34, 35, 36] and
the more recent Beamatron [51]. These systems are different
from ours in that they do not simultaneously cover all space
(i.e., although most surfaces can be projected on, the projection surface at any given time depends on where the projector
beam is pointed), and depend on custom hardware and software such as servo-motors, movable mirrors and servo-motor
control and calibration software.
A recent related system is BaseLase [29]. This system is
specifically geared towards projecting content on the floor,
and also uses mirror technology that can project a fastmoving laser on a large floor area from a centrally located
cabinet. Other research has also demonstrated the creation
of interactive floors (e.g., [8]). Although ASPECTA enables
creation of floor projection systems (see Examples 1 and 2
in the “Existing ASPECTA-supported applications” section),
our focus is to provide software that simplifies the creation
of applications that project on multiple surfaces, not just the
floor.
Multi-Display User Environments

Another approach to creating immersive user interfaces is to
integrate multi-monitor, projected displays or mobile displays
into a Multi-Display Environment (MDE) where an interface
is not bound to a single screen or device. Some MDEs might
approach significant coverage of the space around the user
[18, 42, 48], and some are even designed to simulate seamless
visuals across different displays [31]. Middleware systems,
frameworks, and APIs have been developed to support the
creation of these spaces (e.g., Gaia [44], iRos [18], Sakurai et
al.’s middleware [47] and ZOIL [17]). There are fundamental differences between fragmented MDEs and full coverage
displays [37], including effects on the attention transition between displays [38]. Although the toolkit that we present is
designed to also support multi-display scenarios, the architecture of both types of systems differs significantly: ASPECTA
does not support the distributed use of multiple displays from
multiple devices but instead provides access to separate surfaces from a single display as a service to client applications.
FCD USES AND OPPORTUNITIES

The opportunities for using full-coverage displays arise from
the characteristics of three main aspects of the environment:
the display technology, the human user, and the room in
which the system is deployed.
FCD Characteristics

Full-coverage displays differ substantially from other types of
displays. First, they have a large physical size, generally the
full area of the interior of the room, which is larger than even
most wall displays; in addition, unlike other displays, FCDs
cover the entire interior surface of the room. Second, the
expanded area of an FCD means that individual pixels may
be large. The curved mirror and varying distances to room
surfaces also means that different display areas might have

different pixel sizes. Third, projection-based FCDs project
on top of the objects in the room. This implies that there
will be shadows behind objects and that the color of the projected light may change based on the object or surface, but
also that the light on these objects can be used as an augmentation. Finally, even with bright projectors, the images produced by single-projector FCDs are typically low intensity,
making color and detail more difficult to judge.
Human Characteristics

Human abilities and limitations in visual attention, perception, and memory also affect the ways in which FCDs can be
used. First, a person’s visual attention is usually directed at
the area of highest acuity (the fovea) and redirected sequentially through eye movements to areas of interest. This means
that people must shift their gaze around an FCD to see and use
different parts of the content. However, people can also use
peripheral vision to detect motion and change; and since peripheral perception extends almost 180 degrees horizontally
and about 100 degrees vertically, FCDs can have a large area
of perceptibility overall. Second, humans have strong abilities to remember a very large number of locations in space,
both based on landmarks and absolute locations. Studies have
shown that people can remember many locations (e.g., users
were able to remember more than 100 locations with the Data
Mountain system [43]). This means that if content in an FCD
remains stable, people can use spatial memory as a retrieval
mechanism. Finally, users typically set up work spaces in
ways that lead to stable patterns of behavior [24]. For example, people tend to operate in particular places within a room,
tend to look frequently at a small number of locations, and
tend to move along set paths that are determined by the tasks
to be carried out and the layout of the room. These patterns
can be leveraged by designers of FCDs.
Room and Workspace Characteristics

The layouts and arrangements of room environments also
provide several characteristics that affect the use of FCDs.
First, a large proportion of the surface area in an office (walls,
ceiling, and floor) usually does not have a particular display
function, and can potentially be used as a projection surface
for an FCD. Second, many real-world spaces such as offices or meeting rooms have static organizations of furniture,
devices (such as printers), and objects (such as pictures or
clocks on the wall). These spatial layouts can be used strategically in designing an FCD; in addition, the static organization of the room and the objects in it provide many visual and
geometric landmarks that may aid memorability. Third, many
of the objects in work spaces are meaningful to the user, and
some have relationships to digital work (e.g., a user might
have pictures of their children on the wall, and also have the
children as contacts in a messaging application). If objects
have fixed (or trackable) locations, FCD applications can use
knowledge of these semantics.
Design Opportunities for FCDs

The characteristics described above provide a broad design
space for FCDs. Some parts of this space have been discussed
in large-display literature and previous work on projectorbased systems for example, increasing the amount of space

Figure 2. A mockup of calendar reminders moving from the periphery
to the focus area.
Figure 3. A mockup of an obvious notification.

available for working with documents (e.g. [41]), using a
peripheral-vision display for context (e.g., Focus plus Context displays [3]; OMNI [6]), or adding game content to a
room-based display (e.g., IllumiRoom [20]). In addition to
these previous explorations, we have identified three ways in
which the characteristics of FCDs can be used to generate
novel interfaces and applications.
Leveraging Perceptual Weight

FCDs can take advantage of the capabilities of the human
vision system to present information with a wide range of
perceptual weight and noticeability. There are three main
zones for FCDs: outside the periphery, periphery, and focus.
The peripheral zone of an FCD provides a natural location
for notifications because there is a natural mapping between
urgency of the notification and perceptual weight. The perceptual weight decreases with the distance from the user’s
focus; therefore, less urgent notifications could be placed further from the focus area. In addition, human sensitivity to
motion and change in the periphery provides additional dimensions along which a designer can manipulate perceptual
weight. As an example (based on work with smaller displays
by Birnholtz and colleagues [6]), Figure 2 shows a mockup
of calendar reminders that gradually move into focus as they
approach in time.
At the other end of the noticeability scale, the large size of
FCDs also offer possibilities for being highly obvious. These
presentations would make use of a human’s sensitivity to
change and motion in the visual periphery, and of the full
coverage of the display which provides visual information regardless of the user’s view direction. As a notification becomes more important, additional techniques can be used to
make sure that the item is noticed (e.g., the highly obvious
alert shown in the mockup of Figure 3).
Leveraging Size and Location

The large display area of an FCD means that designers can
change the way in which space is used in the display. In a
computer monitor there is insufficient space to show everything at once, so windows must be stacked (i.e., 2.5D), minimized, or arranged into multiple virtual desktops. In contrast,

Figure 4. A mockup of storing files on the walls.

an FCD display can use different areas of the room for different display purposes, and can leverage human spatial memory
as a way to help users remember the context of different displays.
With an FCD display, people can use the room as a storage
space, and can put files and objects into particular locations.
Although this approach is not a replacement for hierarchical file interfaces, it does provide a rich environment for fast
access to important or frequently-used items. Users already
use spatial arrangements to organize icons on virtual desktops or launchers such as the OSX Dock [33]; but the size and
coverage of an FCD display, and the familiarity of the room,
provide additional landmarks and memory cues for spatialmemory-based storage. An example of an FCD being used
for icon storage can be seen in Figure 4.
Second, full-room coverage means that FCDs can easily display ambient visualizations. Ambient displays make use of
the physical environment as an interface to digital information [52], and typically provide general awareness of a digital

Figure 5. A mockup of an ambient presentation of weather information.

information source. In general, the goal of an ambient display is to provide general awareness and understanding of the
information source, goals that are well suited to the capabilities of FCDs. For example, the mockup in Figure 5 shows a
persistent weather display that is located near the office’s coat
hooks.
Leveraging Overlap Between Digital and Physical Spaces

Projection-based FCDs can layer pixels on the objects in the
room (e.g., bookshelves, pictures, equipment) as well as on
the room surfaces themselves. This differs from smart paint
approaches that would only display behind objects, rather
than on top of them. The ability to project onto objects,
combined with an FCD’s ability to map digital data onto the
room’s geometry, opens up several possibilities for augmenting objects in the real world (as long as object locations are
known, and stable). This idea has also been explored with AR
devices [27] and steerable projectors [10].
FCDs can present information relevant to a real-world object
by projecting directly onto that object. For example, an FCD
could highlight items at appropriate points during the digital
work, or enable digital search of physical objects [11]. The
mockup in Figure 6 shows an example system that highlights
family pictures on the wall when there are new messages from
that person. Similarly, FCDs could visualize the digital connections between real-world objects: for example, indicating
whether a laptop is connected to a printer by drawing a line
between them, or showing ways that monitors are stitched together in a multi-display environment [53].
THE ASPECTA TOOLKIT

This section describes the design, architecture and API of ASPECTA as well as the typical hardware configuration of applications built with the toolkit.
Design Goals

We designed the ASPECTA toolkit to fill a gap in the available technologies and tools for building FCDs - our objective
is to provide broad access to inexpensive full-coverage systems. We summarize our high-level design rationale in three
main goals:
DG1: Allow the use of simple, inexpensive, and readily available hardware for implementation of FCDs.

Figure 6. A mockup of a message indicator from a family member.

DG2: Provide a simple method and tool for programming full
room display environments.
DG3: Simplify the implementation of FCD applications that
integrate multiple users and multiple devices.
The level of success in achieving these goals is addressed
through a set of application examples and an evaluation with
programmers described in the final sections of the paper.
Architecture

The toolkit is composed of three main elements: the server
software, which provides the main display service, holds the
room model, and performs the graphical transformations; the
APIs, which expose the server functionality to the clients; and
the configuration tool, which enables the manual calibration
of the system to the geometry of the room. Additionally, we
discuss the architecture of the client applications that make
use of the service and the types of display hardware that it
supports. Figure 7 summarizes the relationships between the
different parts of an ASPECTA-powered working system.
Server

The server forms the core of the ASPECTA system and implements a display service that clients can access through two
separate APIs. We chose a client-server architecture because
it is easy to understand and is familiar to programmers (DG2),
and because the use of a single resource by multiple devices
(DG3) lends itself naturally this model.
The server accomplishes two main functions: it maintains the
model of the room (room geometry and all displayed objects)
and it applies the geometrical transformations needed for the
graphical output.
The server typically resides in a dedicated machine that is
connected to the display hardware, but this machine can also
run the client and configuration software if desired. The
server software is implemented in Python 2.7 and uses pyOpenGL for rendering.
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Figure 7. Architectural diagram of the ASPECTA system.

APIs and Clients

ASPECTA exposes functionality to clients through two network interfaces. Clients run applications that connect to the
server in one of two ways, through a TCP socket or through
a RESTful web API. The RESTful calls take the shape of
POST and GET requests and all calls send a JSON string
that includes the name of the called function and the call’s
parameters. Many calls return object references, requested
variables, or error codes.
There are three main types of calls: drawing calls, room configuration calls, and query calls. Drawing calls allow clients
to draw, move or delete graphical objects on the different surfaces of a room (circles, rectangles, cursors, text and images).
Room configuration calls set or change the geometrical configuration of the space or create the canvases where objects
are drawn (see the Room Model and Configuration section
below). Query calls provide access to room configuration and
graphical object information stored in the server.3
Although the sockets API can be accessed directly by client
applications using the appropriate JSON payload format, we
also provide an additional Python client API library that facilitates the construction and transmission of well-formed JSON
calls for those programming in Python. The REST interface
provides the same functionality as the sockets API but is more
convenient for web-based client application development and
might appeal more to programmers that favor web paradigms
(DG2, DG3).
The APIs expose the functionality required to display content
around a room in an organized way, but do not impose unnecessary constraints on the architecture of the client applications. Client applications can themselves implement sophisticated services with their own network and communication
architectures.
Room Model

The server uses a single hierarchical room model as the central data structure. The object structure exposed through the
API is directly derived from the room model and is designed
to be as simple and accessible as possible.
3
Available API calls can be seen in the ASPECTA GitHub documentation:

https://github.com/uoscompsci/ASPECTA-Client/wiki/
API-Calls

The Room Model is a room layout with any number of surfaces (e.g., walls) and the two-dimensional spatial coordinates that enable their appropriate deformation. Each of these
surfaces may contain canvases (parts of surfaces that can be
drawn on) and cursors (which traverse surfaces). Finally,
each canvas can contain any number of graphical elements
(a superclass of visible objects such as polygons, lines, textures/images and text). Each object, surface, canvas, cursor
and graphical element is directly addressable through a system ID reference that is also returned to clients as a handler.
In addition to their ID, each object also stores the ID of the
client which created it and an application name. This facilitates access to categories of objects. (e.g. pertaining to a
single user or application)
Graphical Transformations and Configuration

Our primary design goal requires a flexible graphical approach to provide deformation compensation for a wide variety of optical projection geometries. The server provides a
rendering pipeline that applies manually-configurable visual
transformations that pre-deform the graphical output of the
video card so that objects rendered on the room look geometrically correct.
The core element of the deformation pipeline is a 2D to 2D
transformation of graphical textures carried out in real time
for each of the defined surfaces. This is a standard graphical operation provided by OpenGL. It takes a 2D grid of 2D
points from a texture, and maps it to a different 2D grid of
2D points which already has the transformations applied, all
in real time. The harder problem is how to determine the
2D grid that the texture is being mapped to so that the deformation applied achieves a consistent undistorted appearance
after the image has been projected.
Our approach is to allow manual interactive configuration of
the deformation on top of the room’s projection itself. This
can be understood as a manual calibration process in which
the person calibrating the system to the room for the first time
uses a cursor controlled by a mouse to tell the system the 2D
locations in the untransformed space that correspond to the
boundaries of the different surfaces of the room.
Depending on the geometry of the optical pipeline (which is
typically a complex curved deformation see Figure 8), the
movement of the cursor will not be linear. This can make the

Figure 8. How a projected world map appears without corrective transformations.

control of the cursor during the configuration phase difficult.
Early on we realized that the main difficulty is the rotation
of the input-output mapping (e.g., moving the mouse forward
can make the cursor move down a wall), rather than other
geometric anomalies (such as the non-linear control-display
gains in different parts of the room). To facilitate control of
the cursor of the room we provide a way to rotate the cursor and its axes with the mouse wheel. Although a typical
room configuration will require several rotations depending
on the area of the room that is being configured, movement
and wheel adjustment of the rotation is sufficient to provide
nimble movement of the cursor around the projected space
during configuration.
The configuration is implemented through a special client,
separate from the server, which calls the configuration API.
We chose to implement the configuration process as an application instead of as part of the server for two reasons: it
enables the creation of alternative configuration software, including software that might use structured light approaches
or other sensor-based mapping of the environment (e.g., [19,
22]), and it allows users to run the configuration tool from
any computer and input device.
The configuration process essentially provides a point-andclick interface for the creation of multiple surfaces that sets
the parameters of the deformation algorithm. This process is
described in more detail in the next section. The out-come of
the configuration process is the sets of 2D display coordinates
corresponding to the boundaries of each real-world surface.
These are stored in the room model. The boundary points
are interpolated into a full grid through a 2D version of the
Coon’s Patch4 :
Q(u, v) = q0 (wv)(1 − u) + q1 (wv)u + P0 (wu)(1 − v)
+P1 (wu)v − ((1 − u)(1 − v)P00 + u(1 − v)P01
+(1 − u)vP10 + uvP11 )
4
http://www.maplesoft.com/applications/view.aspx?
SID=100369&view=html&L=G

Figure 9. Diagram of the transformation process. (a) The user defines
corner points and waypoints using the room configuration program. (b)
Bezier calculations are used to infer further points. (c) Lines are added
between the points to display a curve. (d) Coon’s Patch infers the central
points of the mesh. (e) Surface texture is mapped onto the mesh.

Here the u and v parameters represent the horizontal and vertical distances from the origin in the warped patch (0≤u,v≤1).
q0 and q1 are the vertical Bezier curve equations and P0 and
P1 are the horizontal Bezier curve equations. P00 , P01 , P10
and P11 are the four corner points of the mesh.
An image of the stages involved in the transformation process
can be seen in Figure 9.
Display and Hardware

Our goal of enabling cheap and easy creation of full coverage systems requires a flexible approach that supports a wide
range of hardware. ASPECTA was inspired by the creation of
inexpensive full-coverage and almost-full-coverage displays
that beam a regular projector onto a hemispherical mirror
(Figure 10). The use of a mirror instead of a fisheye lens reduces the overall hardware costs by up to two orders of magnitude (mirrors are much cheaper than lenses, see also Bourke
[7]), and simplifies the creation of software (a single display
output is easier to program and to manage than a combination
of multiple displays, which have to be coordinated and calibrated for differences in color, size, and projection position
[19, 22]). We discuss advantages and disadvantages of this
approach below.
The flexibility provided by the manual configuration process enables any position of the projector and the sphere and
makes the software agnostic to the physical setup before the
configuration process. The positions of the mirror and the
projector can be chosen to maximize resolution in specific areas, to minimize shadows, or simply to take advantage of the
room’s spatial features.
The flexible approach does not preclude the use of more expensive equipment such as fisheye projectors and lenses - in
fact, we have successfully used ASPECTA to quickly configure rooms lit by a spherical projector. Finally, it is possible to
use this approach to project onto non-regular shaped surfaces
with regular (flat image) projectors, since the configuration

sizes can also be used. This size of mirror allows the placement of the projector at a reasonable distance.
Next, the characteristics of the projector are important, as
they determine the brightness and resolution of the images
in the ASPECTA application. The first priority is often high
luminosity. We recommend at least 5000 lumens for complete simultaneous room coverage, but higher luminosities
are necessary depending on the ambient lighting conditions
in the room. Projector luminosity has recently increased substantially due to LED and laser technologies, and commodity
projectors can be used for most interior spaces without direct
sunlight.

Figure 10. The hardware configuration used in our previous Ubiquitous
Cursor project which inspired the development of ASPECTA.

mechanism inherently takes care of off-access projection issues (e.g., keystoning).
Input

The ASPECTA toolkit is purposefully designed to be input
agnostic. This choice is deliberate, since input is most often
independent from display technology and is highly tied to the
specific requirements of the project and the current state of the
art. The architectural design does not preclude ASPECTA’s
integration with third-party input frameworks. Examples already implemented with the toolkit include a standard mouse,
a Microsoft Kinect, and an OptiTrack motion tracking system.
BUILDING ASPECTA APPLICATIONS

This section details the process of obtaining the necessary
hardware, configuring ASPECTA for a room, and then using the APIs to create a client application. We use a simple
application example to introduce the usage of the ASPECTA
API: a brainstorming application that allows the creation and
display of sticky notes with text on four walls of a room.
Hardware and Software

A suitable room for ASPECTA deployment has one or more
light-colored walls; as discussed above, it is also possible to
project overtop other features on the walls, although brightness will be reduced. If the application does not need to cover
all walls, one need only ensure that the defined digital surfaces correspond to clear surfaces.
The hardware requirements for an ASPECTA system are simple and inexpensive, involving a commodity projector and a
hemispherical (or even quarter-sphere) mirror. A dome security mirror can be purchased for as little as $605 , and although
more expensive versions can increase image fidelity, our tests
show that an inexpensive mirror works well for almost all applications. Our experience also suggests that a 450 millimeters (17.7 inches) mirror is a suitable diameter, although other
5
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High resolution is also beneficial, especially if the application is to display text. The mirror and projector position interact with resolution: if the projector is placed at an extreme
oblique angle to the mirror, the distribution of pixels around
the room can result in some areas that have high resolution
and other areas with low resolution (where pixels are large).
In some cases this effect may be desirable: for example, if
a particular area is more important (such as a work surface),
the placing of the projector and the spherical mirror can maximize resolution in this area. In general, the mirror placement
should be closest to the intended high-resolution areas. The
surface onto which the hemispherical mirror is attached will
generally not be projectable. Therefore, it is important to find
a good location for the projector, testing different options to
maximize brightness and resolution in the most useful areas
of the room.
These constraints are not unduly restrictive, however. In our
tests we have regularly set up new rooms with ASPECTA
hardware in only a few minutes - for example, by simply
hanging the mirror on the wall, and placing the projector on a
table to point toward the mirror.
The server should be able to output graphics to the projector,
either directly or through a wireless display technology (e.g.,
Chromecast). Note that the server computer can be a relatively low-powered machine (we use an Intel NUC 1.3GHz
quad core PC with 8GB RAM and Intel Graphics 5000). The
client used for configuration should have input appropriate
for the configuration process. With our current configuration
system this means just a mouse and a keyboard.
The server and the room configuration applications6 are built
in Python 2.7 and are easy to run using Ubuntu 14.04, for
which we provide a guide to obtaining the required packages.
Configuration

The configuration application runs on a client system (which
may double as the server system). A window interface allows
the definition of each wall in the room by moving the cursor
to each corner and clicking.
When the mouse cursor is not vertical, the scrolling wheel
changes its orientation to simplify movement. Once the corners are defined, clicking on each side boundary creates more
6
https://github.com/uoscompsci/ASPECTA-Client/
https://github.com/uoscompsci/ASPECTA-Server/

Figure 13. Measurements of the wall assigned through the mouse wheel
in real-world units.
Figure 11. The configuration process of repositioning control points to
define the shapes of the wall.

utes in the average room. However, since the configuration
software is just a client, anyone can build a more sophisticated configuration procedure that uses, for example, structured light sensors.
Application Code

This subsection illustrates the code needed to create a simple
application. Assuming that the config.ini files on the client
and server have the appropriate server IP address, the first
lines of an ASPECTA client initialize the connection and set
names for the client and the application:
s e l f . sender = messageSender ( )
s e l f . sender . login ( ” aspecta sticky notes c l i e n t ” )
s e l f . sender . setapp ( ” sticky notes ” )

In this application input works with a cursor that moves the
notes. There can be many cursors, and each cursor belongs to
a specific surface but can be moved to another (this example
creates just one cursor in the centre of surface 1).
Figure 12. After aspect ratio correction stretching has been resolved
while still providing access to the full with of the surface.

control points which can be repositioned to make the boundary match the physical edge of the wall (see Figure 11). This
can be done recursively until the boundary edge is sufficiently
accurate. To finish the configuration of each wall it is necessary to adjust the aspect ratio by adjusting the pattern inside
the wall projection until it looks like a square (instead of a
rectangle - see Figure 12). A last optional step allows the
configurator to add the physical size of the wall, which allows
developers to refer to the projection space in actual physical
units rather than pixels (Figure 13). The process is then repeated for any number of room surfaces.
Room configurations can be saved with a name, loaded from
a previous session or cleared from the server through a traditional window UI.
This configuration process reflects a low-cost approach that
requires no additional hardware. It typically takes 5-10 min-

s e l f . maincur = s e l f . s e n d e r . newCursor ( 1 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 5 ,
’ prop ’ )

In this case we want to simply link the movement of the cursor just created to the mouse input. The following code exemplifies how to programmatically move the cursor to the center
of the second surface.
x = s e l f . sender . getSurfacePixelWidth (1) / 2
y = s e l f . sender . getSurfacePixelHeight (1) / 2
s e l f . s e n d e r . r e l o c a t e C u r s o r ( s e l f . mainCur , x , y , ’
pix ’ , 2)

The following line uses the shiftCursor() function to move the
cursor by an x distance and y distance amount, which we can
just get from a system input event.
s e l f . s e n d e r . s h i f t C u r s o r ( s e l f . mainCur , x d i s t a n c e ,
y distance )

The code below exemplifies the creation of a new sticky note,
assuming that position, size and text content are gathered by
the software elsewhere. A note is implemented as a canvas
with a rectangle that contains text.

c a n v a s = s e l f . s e n d e r . newCanvas ( 1 , x p o s n o t e ,
y pos note , width note , height note , ’ pix ’ , ’ ’
)
s e l f . s en der . newRectangle ( canvas , x p o s r e c t ,
y pos rect , width note , height note , ’ pix ’ ,
(1 ,1 ,1 ,1) , outline width , (1 ,1 ,0 ,1) )
t e x t i d = s e l f . s e n d e r . newText ( c a n v a s , c o n t e n t ,
x pos text , y pos text , ’ pix ’ , f o n t s i z e ,
typeface , (1 ,1 ,1 ,1) )

To move the sticky note with all its contents we just call the
shiftCanvas() function:
s e l f . s en der . s h i f t C a n v a s ( s e l f . canvas , x d i s t a n c e ,
y distance , ’ pix ’ )

EVALUATION

During the design and implementation of ASPECTA we have
performed two separate evaluations to assess the usability of
the API and toolkit, to detect problems in the design, and to
decide which new features to include. After completing the
first running version of the system we evaluated the adoption
of the toolkit by an external research group for the creation of
a commercial display system (Case Study Subsection below).
After a new iteration we carried out a formal study of the
configuration tool and of the API (User Study Subsection).
Case Study

We obtained ethical approval and consent to evaluate the
work of a research group from the University of Calgary
who wished to build an application combining an FCD with
a Kinect-based tracking system. Their objective was to explore the advantages of providing projected feedback about
product locations for a commercial retail space with multiple commercial displays. The researchers used ASPECTA’s
REST API.
We collected information about the problematic elements of
the API during the development of their experimental software, and once the application was completed, we interviewed the main developer to collect qualitative data about
the development experience. We integrated the lessons learnt
and the suggested improvements during the development of
the next iteration of the toolkit.
Findings

The main developer (a graduate student with programming
experience but with little exposure to graphical APIs) found
the API intuitive. The included documentation helped her get
started with the API. She stated that once she was familiar
with the functionality, she was able to predict most required
function names due to the consistency of the naming scheme.
She also reported that the API was “pretty good from a new
person’s perspective”.
At this stage in the development of the toolkit there was not
yet a full configuration guide, therefore the configuration process was largely trial and error, providing an opportunity to
see how straightforward the configuration process was with
minimal guidance. The developer reported that initially she
found it relatively difficult to get accustomed to using the

mouse to define points on the walls, however once she was
familiar with the task it was much simpler. The developer
initially missed the configuration feature that enables a user
to control the number of waypoints at the side of a wall,
therefore they were unable to make the curve fit the wall as
closely as they wished to. However, once told, she found
that the room configuration program met her needs well and
didn’t have any suggestions for further improvements. The
unawareness of certain features within the room configuration program clearly demonstrated the need for a user guide
or a configuration tutorial.
The application made use of a 5000 lumens projector positioned approximately 2.5 meters (8.2 feet) away from a hemispherical mirror. With the hemisphere located far from the
wall and the lights on, the projection wasn’t as visible as they
wished. The solutions that worked best for them were to either turn the lights off or to move the hemisphere closer to the
main wall of interest. A similar statement was made about the
resolution required. These are general issues of the approach
addressed in the Discussion Section along with details of how
they can be alleviated.
User Study

We designed a more formal evaluation to test a later version
of the API and the configuration application.
Participants

Eight participants were included in this study (1 female and
7 males). We removed the data of an additional (female) one
due to significant network infrastructure problems not related
to ASPECTA and outside our control. Therefore, the analysis
below does not report the results from this ninth participant.
The sessions took place individually and at different times.
The participants received an online bookstore voucher in exchange for their time. The study was approved by the local
ethics committee and took place in an isolated room with our
own hardware. The participants of the study were recruited
among the staff and students of the Computer Science department at the University of St Andrews who had some Python
experience.
Tasks and Procedure

The main part of the experiment consisted of two tasks. After
providing written consent, participants had to use the room
configuration program to set up two walls of the room. Then
they had to use the Python ASPECTA API library to project
yellow sticky notes on either of the walls while allowing the
user to drag the notes around either of the walls using a cursor. At the end of the session and between the room configuration and programming tasks they took part in short semistructured interviews. Figure 14 shows the intended appearance of the resultant program.
Apparatus

For the purposes of this study we set up a server connected
to a projector fitted with a fisheye lens. This allowed participants to create configurations that could make use of any
combination of the four surrounding walls. The server system ran in Eclipse Juno’s PyDev Plugin under Ubuntu 14.04

Configuration
Participant
Number

Ease

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Average

API

Intuitive

Meet
Needs

Intuitive

Meet
Needs

8
9
8
9
6.5
6
5
7

8.5
10
7
7
4
6
6
6

10
8
8
10
9
8
8.5
9

9
10
9
10
6
7
8
7

9
10
9
10
7
8
9
8

7.3

6.8

8.8

8.3

8.8

Table 1. The quantitative results from the user study. Participants rated
each aspect out of 10, with 10 being very good and 0 being very poor.
Figure 14. The sticky-note application as created by one of the participants.

on an Intel Core i5-4250U Intel NUC with 8Gb of RAM and
integrated Intel Graphics 5000. The machine for the client
was a PC running the same operating system and IDE.
We provided a code template which included basic detection
of mouse input (but no handling of these events), and a GUI
template (built using tkinter7 ) with a text box and several buttons. This skeleton GUI was provided to avoid testing participants on skills not directly relevant to ASPECTA and to
reduce the study times. The working time for the two main
tasks was limited to four hours (although all participants finished in less than 3 hours). Participants had access to a wiki
page with the documentation of the API, a guide for the room
configuration process, and an existing Hello World example.
Participants were also allowed occasional queries to the experimenter when they were stuck. In those cases the experimenter only provided pointers to the documentation and did
not suggest or help with the ASPECTA code itself.
Results: Configuration Tool

Table 1 summarizes the subjective results for the configuration tool and the API. Many participants reported that the configuration tool was quite easy to use (average score of 7.3/10).
However, many stated that they did have to spend some time
familiarizing themselves with the procedure. An example is
mouse movement control over the walls before any calibration had occurred. One participant reported that they felt that
the mouse movement was too fast initially:
“That was on the very first experience. I’m like ’Oh!
What? Where did it go?’ That was confusing.” [p7]
Participants also felt that using only the mouse to carry out
actions during configuration was confusing because they expected to switch configuration modes using the keyboard.
Our configuration program avoids the use of the keyboard so
that configuration can be done mostly through the use of a
pointing device, such as a wireless mouse, without being tied
to a desktop computer.
7

https://wiki.python.org/moin/TkInter

Although the intuitiveness of the configuration program was
rated high (average score of 6.8/10) there were many aspects
of it where the user guide “needed reading” [p5] as they
would be hard to discover otherwise.
Other participants commented that the provided room configuration guide contained too much detail and that it made it a
frustrating task to locate the information they wanted. They
suggested solutions such as adding a step-by-step list to the
guide for creating your first surface after launching the room
configuration application, [p4] adding instructions within the
application itself to guide you through the wall setup process
[p6] or creating a video guide [p1]. Another participant suggested that the cursor modes should be more obvious [p5].
One participant suggested a feature to choose from a list of
different curve types instead of just allowing Bezier curves
[p6], p7 also felt that it would have been easier to understand if Bezier curves were controllable with standard control points as seen in graphical software, although this would
have been difficult to implement due to the unknown required
warping at that point in the configuration process.
The subjective scores of the configuration program suggests
that the application met the participant’s needs (avg 8.8/10).
One issue raised in this area was the accuracy of the curves.
Several participants found it difficult to achieve perfect alignment.
“I was getting a bit fussy with the straightness of the
lines and trying to get the waypoints on one either horizontal or vertical line.” [p2]
Results: API

Participants reported that the API was intuitive to use (average score of 8.3/10). When asked if they had ever guessed the
name of a call correctly before using it for the first time all but
one answered affirmatively, with three participants explicitly
stating that they found the API naming to be consistent across
different elements and objects, and three others describing the
naming choices as self-explanatory.
“Basically every time it was true. It was pretty selfexplanatory.”

When specifically asked whether any previous experience
with graphical APIs helped them use ASPECTA, six participants said so, citing Unity, Processing and JavaFX. p2 and p3
stated that their experience hadn’t helped.
Several participants missed a call syntax that was more
object-oriented and relied less on referencing objects through
identifiers. Although we are considering this for the future,
the current architecture (with parallel REST and JSON payload calls) makes it hard to integrate a pure object-oriented
call style.
When asked whether they thought that the ASPECTA API
made their code unnecessarily verbose, seven of the eight participants felt that it did not. One person suggested that some
call parameters could take default values and that object orientation would make the code cleaner.

Figure 15. A sketch demonstrating how the created retail environment
worked.

Other issues found by the participants include the lack of
more informative error messages, and the inconsistency of the
origin of coordinates for the surface and canvas object (starting at the bottom left) with the position coordinates of the
canvas objects themselves and other APIs. Participants also
suggested new features such as the ability to change the numbers of surfaces after creation, automatically cycling cursors
between walls, hit detection facilities, and the API’s further
integration with gaming development APIs and IDEs.
We asked participants explicitly what applications they could
envision that would take advantage of the ASPECTA API.
Answers ranged from applications in home environments
such as game development, food preparation assistance, music interaction in the shower, party interfaces, creating virtual
environments and general artistic exploration. For office environments participants saw value in extending presentations
and meetings to be more immersive, in creating more immersive Computer Aided Design scenarios, and having more
space for brainstorming. Finally, one participant suggested
creating a projected immersive environment for the recording
of music videos.
Overall, participants were positive about the toolkit and their
prospective use of FCD applications in the future. They indicated that they would use the toolkit and applications if the
hardware was sufficiently cheap and readily available. Qualifiers to these answers included sufficient resolution, the existence of an initial set of applications (e.g., creative applications) and concerns about the size of the market and user
base that could make developing an ASPECTA application
profitable for them.
Existing ASPECTA-Supported Applications

We briefly describe seven examples of use of the ASPECTA
toolkit by researchers in the UK and Canada to illustrate the
practicality and applicability of the toolkit.
Example 1: Augmenting a Retail Environment

A researcher at the University of Calgary created built a system with a industry design partner which used projected augmentation in a retail environment to improve the experiences
of both customers and employees. ASPECTA driven projection was used to create a system to direct customers to prod-

Figure 16. The data transfer and search visualization example.

ucts they needed, bring their attention towards ones which
they might be interested in, and to indicate coupons being
transferred from a wall display to a customer’s personal smart
device.
A sketch of this can be seen in Figure 15.
Example 2: Data Transfer and Search Visualization

An independent research group at the University of Calgary in
Canada built a system for a study exploring the value of projection feedback for virtual, projected object discovery tasks
in Multiple Display Environments (Figure 16). As separate
tasks users were asked to find the source screen, destination
screen and location within a room environment of an image
file transferred between a tablet an a PC. Different projected
visual techniques were used and evaluated to indicate the flow
and location of data moving between systems. All projection for this study was carried out using the ASPECTA toolkit
alongside a hemispherical mirror and a single projector.
Example 3: Mathematics Game for Children

The same research group from Calgary also developed an educational game to teach children mathematics. Children answered quiz questions by physically standing on the answers
which were projected on the floor. The overall aim of the

Figure 19. The digital art display that was created using ASPECTA.

A researcher University of Saskatchewan developed a projected art installation which tracks users with a Kinect and,
at random intervals, draws either a Fibonacci spiral or dragon
curve next to them. It keeps on doing this until a threshold
number of draw calls have been made, clears the surfaces and
starts again.

Figure 17. The mathematics game example (sketch above, completed
system below).

Once again, all projection for this system was carried out using the ASPECTA toolkit and a hemispherical mirror and an
image of it can be seen in Figure 19.
Example 6: Sticky Note Application

As described in the User Study section, participants built several implementations of an application which allows users to
place sticky note style reminders on the walls of a room. In
this case the ASPECTA toolkit used a fisheye lens for the projection of the notes and is illustrated in Figure 14.
Example 7: Pointer-Controlled and Perspective Cursor

For the purposes of an upcoming study we have developed
two tracking-based cursor control systems. One allows a user
to control the cursor using a ray-casting wand tracked with
OptiTrack sensors. The other uses the mouse with perspective
correction based on the head position of the participant [32].
Figure 18. The icon location recall example.

game was to cross from one end of the room to the other
by stepping to the correct answers. For each wrong answer
they were forced to take a step back to answer the following
question whereas for each correct answer the next question
would allow a step forward. All the projection that acts as
the graphical interface for this application is projected using
the ASPECTA toolkit alongside a projector and hemispherical mirror. Figure 17 shows a sketch and photograph of the
system in action.
Example 4: Location Recall in a Room Environment

A research group from the University of Saskatchewan in
Canada developed a system to study human recall of icon locations. All projection for this system was carried out using
the ASPECTA toolkit and a hemispherical mirror. The system can be seen in Figure 18.
Example 5: A Digital Art Display

Example 8: ASPECTA Room Configuration Application

As explained in the Architecture Subsection above, the room
configuration application is built using the regular ASPECTA
API, and shows that a fairly sophisticated real-time interface
is possible with the provided functions and calls. This application has been used with multiple optical projection systems:
a hemispherical mirror, a fisheye lens projector and a standard
projector projecting over two perpendicular walls simultaneously (see Figure 11).
COMPARISON WITH EXISTING SYSTEMS AND APIS

ASPECTA distinguishes itself from other work in its focus on
lowering hardware costs, reducing configuration complexity,
and simplifying the programming of full-coverage systems.
This section explains how ASPECTA fits within the current
landscape of tools and systems, and how it occupies a unique
space in that landscape. Table 2 summarizes our qualitative
analysis of representative systems according to relevant factors such as the kind of environment that the system can support, the display coverage that it provides, its public availability, and an estimate of its cost. This table can also be useful
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Table 2. A comparison of systems related to ASPECTA. Costs of hardware have been estimated using common commercially available products (when
possible), e.g. ASUS Xtion Pro Live - $191 [46], Kinect for Xbox One with adapter for Windows - $150 [26, 25]

for designers and programmers trying to decide which platform is best for their particular purposes.
The main motivation of ASPECTA is taking advantage of full
or very wide display coverage of a room. Of the systems
described in Table 2, both ASPECTA and RoomAlive are
suitable for building new FCDs. Although CAVE systems
provide better coverage (especially back-projected six-wall
CAVEs), these are designed for dedicated environments so
they leave out applications supporting most real-life or situated activities. Steerable projector solutions can achieve high
coverage as well, but do not cover all spaces simultaneously,
which reduces their possible use cases. For example, many of
the motivating examples provided earlier in this paper would
be cumbersome to implement with Steerable projectors. The
other technologies discussed in the table (e.g., UbiDisplays
and BaseLase) are generally not practical for providing full
coverage.
Many of the compared systems also have significant costs,
posing a substantial obstacle for researchers and interactive
environment builders. CAVEs are probably the most expensive, even discounting the costs of building dedicated spaces
and infrastructure. Some recent work is addressing the built

infrastructure cost (i.e., dedicated rooms) by researching popup CAVE environments [49], but these still require an investment of many thousands of dollars. Some of the systems such
as Illumiroom and Ubi Displays have lower costs if the application focuses on a single plane or reduced coverage angles
(and, in case of Ubi Displays, if the application is not for commercial use, which requires an additional paid license). In
contrast, all of the costs for ASPECTA systems are low, and
the toolkit is freely available we have calculated that a developer in the United States could easily build an ASPECTA
system for less than $500.
For other technologies in Table 2, the main obstacle is not
cost but the availability of the technology. We are not aware
of off-the-shelf steerable display solutions, and systems such
as BaseLase are currently custom built. A similar issue is the
availability of a software platform that enables the development of applications (e.g., Illumiroom and BaseLase have no
toolkit, and Everywhere Displays offers only desktop mirroring). ASPECTA’s simple APIs are a major part of its applicability for ordinary developers and researchers. We follow the
example of RoomAlive and provide the ASPECTA toolkit as
open-source and free software.

Another important parameter in Table 2 is the complexity of
configuration, which is directly linked to the sensing that is
part of the system. Although ASPECTA requires manual
configuration, which might at first appear to require more
work than an automated solution, we and our other application users have found configuration to be a lightweight task.
It is also important to note that systems with depth sensors
or visible-light cameras are far from automatic. For example,
the configuration of RoomAlive (which uses one Kinect per
projector to establish the shapes, focal lengths, and principal
points of the surrounding surfaces) requires that every projector is aimed at a flat surface and has a large object such
as a sofa or a few cardboard boxes in front of it for calibration. The current configuration of RoomAlive environments
can also require some manual manipulation of XML configuration files. Similarly, despite using depth sensors, Ubi Displays also requires manual configuration (in a similar fashion
to ASPECTA) to define surfaces in the projected space.
Finally, it is obviously important for the selection of technology to take into account the type of application being built.
ASPECTA and RoomAlive are different in this respect; ASPECTA is geared towards relatively simple applications in 2D
while RoomAlive enables sophisticated real-time 3D graphics.
DISCUSSION

Here we discuss the results of the evaluation, the design and
value of the toolkit, the technical aspects and technologies
available to build FCDs, and the general promise and existing
challenges in developing full coverage systems.
The ASPECTA approach to building FCDs

We designed our toolkit to enable a wider audience to take
on the challenge of creating full-coverage displays. We believe that there is great research and commercial opportunity
in the development of systems that take advantage of spatial
and social human behavior through these immersive environments. The future popularity of full coverage displays critically depends on the availability of software and hardware
that simplifies their creation and configuration. ASPECTA is
part of a wider effort by many research groups that investigates interface alternatives for work, home and play environments. As shown in the previous section and the related work,
ASPECTA provides technology and software support for a
specific part of the design space - full or near-full-coverage
applications that are inexpensive to build.
Open Challenges

Several minor challenges arise from our approach. Spherical
projection with mirrors or lenses does not produce uniform
distribution of pixels in most room geometries, which means
that resolution is not the same across the display space. Additionally, the pixels available through the projector need to
be distributed over a larger surface. This affects the available
resolution for detailed content: for example, letters smaller
than about 5 centimeters are difficult to read in some locations with current projector technologies. This problem will
be partially solved with the continued increase in projector
resolution, which has increased by an order in magnitude in
the last decade. Although resolution limitations might still

preclude prototyping of applications that require high-fidelity
graphics, we believe that many of the beneficial application
ideas do not require high resolution to leverage the spatial
ability of interface users.
Brightness is also a limitation because the luminosity of most
current projectors is not sufficient to compete with natural
sunlight. Projector luminosity will also increase in the future
but nevertheless, our approach is already useful in environments with medium to low ambient light, or when subtle indications are sufficient (e.g., highlighting of physical objects
already in the room). Other issues such as the appearance of
projection on top of existing objects and occlusion are part of
the research challenges to be addressed in the near future.
ASPECTA Evaluation

Our evaluation approach for ASPECTA has been multifaceted: first, we studied a specific programming case; second, we designed a semi-controlled experiment with 8 programmers; and third, we have observed several experiences
of use with the toolkit from our own group and others. We
also provided a qualitative analysis that compares ASPECTA
features with other approaches.
Although environmentally valid evaluations of programming
tools and APIs are notoriously difficult [13, 54], the evidence
that we gathered indicates that the system offers desirable features, that it fills a gap in the existing landscape of tools to
build FCDs, and that the API and configuration program’s
design and implementation enables the creation of FCD applications without much experience and in reasonable time.
Nevertheless, all controlled studies are limited, and ours is no
exception: our participants all had some degree of experience,
were constrained in terms of time, and had clear instructions
in a prepared environment. Although the ultimate evaluation
of this work will be the adoption of the toolkit by a broad
group of researchers and programmers, our results not only
support our effort but also allowed us to refine and improve
the design and implementation of ASPECTA’s features.
FCD Applications

Some of the most compelling applications of full coverage
displays have been demonstrated by earlier work. Systems
with high resolution and full awareness of the spatial properties of the space can be used to create novel AR and VR
game scenarios [19] and to turn any surface in the room into
a digital surface [36].
However, we believe that a large and compelling design space
of applications, that can be implemented with low-resolution
full coverage displays, is still mostly unexplored. For example, FCDs can expand the digital space of the work desktop
into the rest of the room to take advantage of spatial memory for digital files. Similarly, FCDs can leverage the differences in salience of different areas of the room as perceived by the visual system (e.g., front vs periphery) to signal
the different urgency of different types of notifications and
deadlines. FCDs can provide subtle (calm) hints in the environment about the state of digital systems (e.g., highlighting
your daughter’s picture frame on the desk if you get an email message from her), and can connect the physical and

digital worlds in meaningful ways such as enabling search of
a physical library through a digital search interface (similar
to [11]). Further, FCDs enable computer-based control elements in the environment (e.g., dropping a document directly
on the printer to print it). We also believe that full-coverage
displays provide new ways to glue together multi-display environments, not only through cursor input such as in [53], but
through relevant visual connections between related objects
that are displayed in separate displays.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents ASPECTA, a toolkit to create fullcoverage display applications. The toolkit has been designed
to facilitate the implementation of low-cost and low-effort 2D
applications that can display content on every wall of a room.
We provided an analysis of the opportunities for FCDs as motivation, we described the architecture and implementation of
ASPECTA, and we showed how to build a sample FCD application from hardware to code implementation.
We also collected evidence on the use of the toolkit’s API
and configuration tools through a semi-controlled empirical
study with eight programmers and a series of use cases of real
applications with multiple research groups. Finally, we analyzed six related technologies to situate the ASPECTA toolkit
in the landscape of projector-based interactive interface tools
and environments. The results from our studies and analysis
indicate that ASPECTA can be a useful tool for furthering research in interactive immersive spaces and for the integration
of FCDs in real-world applications.
Plans to extend the ASPECTA toolkit include features to use
multiple projectors concurrently, better integration with existing monitors (e.g., screen mirroring), and exploring other
curve types for the configuration tool.
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